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ABSTRACT 

The fuze is the equipment of the missile which is responsible for initiating the warhead 
(W.H) explosion. The performance of the fuze or its efficiency is measured by the probability of 
target destruction which it can achieve. To improve a fuze performance means to increase the 
probability of target destruction by that fuze. This may be realized by increasing the degree of 
identity between the fuze activation zone (F.A.Z) and the target destruction zone (T.D.Z). The 
matching process may be either an actual one by using radio fuze(R.F) with variable antenna beam 
pattern(A.B.P) or virtual one by delaying the W.H initiation. This delay is calculated according to 
the real missile-target (M/T) encounter conditions. 

The present paper deals with the analysis of methods for R.F performance improvement in 
the cases of R.F with variable A.B.P and that with fixed A.B.P. The paper provides a mathematical 
model which is used to determine the relative velocity modulus necessary for determination of the 
W.H initiation optimum time instant . In the case of R.F with variable A.B.P , the model determines 
the optimum tilting angle of the antenna beam with respect to the missile axis. For R.F with fixed 
A.B.P, the model determines the corresponding delay time that do matching between the F.A.Z and 
the T.D.Z for a specific encounter conditions. 

The improved performance is calculated for some specific encounter conditions and the 
results are evaluated. A performance improvement factor (P.I.F) is defined which value may reach 
83.7%.  

5— 	* M. LL-LITHY : Ass. Prof - Guidance Department, M.T.0 , Cairo 
* A. A. SALEH : M. Sc - M.T.0 , Cairo 
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1- INTRODUCTION 

The fuzing system in AA/C guided missile aims to increase the probability of target 
destruction through a proper initiation of the W.H. Information about the missile velocity, target 
velocity and the encounter angle are necessary for precise determination of encounter zone (E.Z) . 
The fuze performance is quantitatively defined by the ratio of actual vulnerable target area located 
in the T.D.Z at the moment of W.H initiation, to the maximum vulnerable target area[1]. 
Improvement of fuze performance is always aiming at the maximum coincidence between the 
F.A.Z and the T.D.Z by the use of the above information as well as the W.H parameters (W.H 
static destruction angle cL, and fragment speed Vd [1]). 

2- IMPROVEMENT OF RADIO FUZE PERFORMANCE 

It is the same thing to match the F.A.Z to the T.D.Z or vice versa. The matching process 
is accomplished through either one of the following approaches : 

A- Using of variable activation zone which axis is adjusted with respect to the missile axis 
according to the encounter conditions. Such variation may be : 

1- Variable antenna beam pattern which may take place continuously or at least in steps. 
2- Variable delay time R.F, where the initiation of the W.H will be delayed according to the real 

encounter conditions. 
B- Using of W.H where the destruction zone orientation in the space is adjustable. This orientation 

may be forward or backward. It can be realized through one of the following ways : 
1- The inclination of the T.D.Z with respect to the missile axis may be varied through variation of 

the pyrotechnique exploder position on the W.H detonation tube which has to be selected 
according to the real encounter conditions. 

2- The variation of T.D.Z orientation in the space may be realized by rotating the W.H around an 
axis perpendicular to the missile axis. 

In the following analysis, attention will be paid to the R.F with variable activation zone. 

2.1- Radio Fuze with Variable Antenna Beam Pattern 

The R.F with variable A.B.P uses the tilting beam angle as a variable parameter to 
maximize the degree of identity between F.A.Z and T.D.Z according to information about either 
missile speed, relative velocity (R.V) modulus or R.V vector. In the following analysis of 
performance improvement, the algorithm of R.F performance calculation[2] is used with a slight 
modification to consider only a part of the E.Z which will be determined according to the available 
information controlling the tilting beam angle. 

2.1.1- Improvement of Radio Fuze Performance according to information about 
the Missile Speed 

Information about missile speed results in an appreciable shrinkage of the E.Z. This situation 
is demonstrated in figure 1, where two E.Zs are depicted. The first one, represented by the hatched 
area, is corresponding to a known value of missile speed. The other one, represented by the whole 
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area, is corresponding to a certain range within which the missile speed varies. This shrinkage of 
the E.Z means that the R.V between the missile and target varies within a close range, thus 
increasing the matching between the F.A.Z and the T.D.Z and consequently the fuze performance. 

The performance of R.F based on information about 'missile speed is calculated for the 
missile speeds 600 m/s, 900 m/s and 1200 m/s. The performance was found to be 54 %, 53.3 % 
and 52.8 % at the beam tilting angle of 73 deg. , 67 deg. and 62 deg. respectively. 

2.1.2- Improvement of Radio Fuze Performance according to information about 
the Relative Velocity Modulus 

The F.A.Z varies depending on the value of the R.V modulus. For a given value of relative 
speed the E.Z tends to be a curve . This situation is demonstrated in figure 2, the E.Z 
corresponding to information about the missile speed is seen by the angle tif 1 from the missile 
center, while the E.Z (represented by a curve) corresponding to information about the R.V 
modulus is seen by the angle 1112 (which is smaller than y I.). Therefore, information about 
the missile speed leads to a more shrinkage of the E.Z and consequently a better matching 
between the F.A.Z and the T.D.Z. 

The performance of R.F based on information about relative speed is calculated for the 
relative speeds 900 m/s, 1200 m/s and 1500 m/s. The performance was found to be 79 %, 73.8 % 
and 68 % at the beam tilting angle of 75 deg. , 70 deg. and 64 deg. respectively. 

2.1.3- Improvement of Radio Fuze Performance according to information about 
Relative Velocity Vector 

A complete information about the R.V vector reduces the E.Z to a point and the fuze 
performance is maximized. For a given value of R.V, the W.1-I is activated when the antenna beam 
tilting angle equalsd as shown in figure 3, where (I) is given by : 

T S  

= 	(\l'i—lilz°s0) 
	

(1) 

2.2-Radio Fuze with Variable Delay Time 

In this type of fuze, the F.A.Z is matched to the T.D.Z through a delay time, the value of 
which is determined according to the real encounter conditions. The R.F with variable delay time 
uses, in general ,uncontrolled uncontrolled A.B.P that makes an angle fps (preliminary triggering angle ) with 
the missile axis. This angle specifies the antenna beam tilting angle corresponding to the 
minimum allowable delay time for reliable M/T collision. 

2 
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As soon as the target has entered the A.B.P (theoretically when the target gravity center 
crosses the direction of main maximum)a preliminary fuze triggering takes place (point A in figure 
3). The W.H activation occurs after a definite delay time -c where the target crosses the destruction 
zone axis (point B). 

The delay time is controlled by the distance D (from point A to point B) and the R.V 
(Vr) between target and missile. The distance D itself depends on the fragment speed (Vd), the 
M/T miss distance (p) , and the antenna beam tilting angle ((j) vs). 

The relation ti = f (N„\Ta  ,p,(1)1.) is given by [2] : 

= 	.1k +13 kx+ m22)+2[3(comp + 	sinot,s 	 (2) 
IN,I 
	 Q 

= tan(90+ 0) 

= 	S.V" 
S7111 It, - lax  COS (I) 

= 
m,-mZ  

0 ... is the angle that the R.V makes with the negative Y-axis 

If the target velocity is parallel with the missile velocity (0 = 90 deg.) the above 
equation is reduced to : 

P 	( 	
()t = 	 s(1),„ I -VI S."1(1)1,$) 

'NINA kNia  

The algorithm and the flowchart for performance evaluation of such R.F are detailed in [2]. 

The performance of R.F based on variable delay time is calculated using the mentioned 
algorithm for the following parameters value : 

- Fragment speed 3000 m/s - W.H static destruction angle 10 deg 
- Missile speed range 550- 1100 m/s - Target speed range 350-700 m/s 
- Encounter angle 120 deg - Target equivalent length 10 m 
- M/T miss-distance 60 m - Beam tilting angle 20 deg 

The dependence of R.F performance on delay time is shown in figure 4. The maximum 
performance was found to be 17.5 % at a delay time of 38 m sec. It was found that the 
performance of R.F based on variable delay time is poor compared to R.F with variable antenna 
beam. 

Where 

(3) 
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2.2.1- Improvement of Radio Fuze Performance according to information about 
Missile Speed 

The expected shrinkage of the E.Z due to information about missile speed results in a 
higher fuze performance. The performance of R.F with variable delay time based on information 
about missile speed is calculated for the missile speed of 600 m/s, 900 m/s, and 1200 m/s. The 
R.F performance was found to be 30.8 % , 34.4 % , and 36 % at a delay time of 24 m sec, 32 m 
sec , and 24 m sec respectively. 

2.2.2- Improvement of Radio Fuze performance according to information about Relative 
Velocity Modulus 

The performance of R.F with variable delay time based on information about R.V 
modulus is calculated for the relative speed of 900 m/s, 1100 m/s, and 1300 m/s. The R.F 
performance was found to be 56.4 % , 54.7 % , and 51.3 % at a delay time of 56 m sec, 42 m 
sec , and 32 m sec respectively. 

3- METHODOLOGY OF PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT 

In the following analysis, a mathematical model is elaborated which provides an 
information about the M/T relative velocity. Such information aids the matching process between 
the F.A.Z and the T.D.Z . 

3.1- Radio Fuze with Variable Antenna Beam Pattern 

The M/T miss distance (p) and beam tilting angle (4) are assumed to be periodically 

measured, their rates of change (pand (I) ) are calculated. The F.A.Z and T.D.Z are determined 
• 

from the measured and calculated p, p and 11) . 

Consider the coordinate system (p,0,+) shown in figure 5 , the M/T relative motion is 
described in the plane of fire (the plane contains the missile longitudinal axis X1-axis, and the 
target theoretical center). The value of 0 	is not important, since the fragments are uniformly 
distributed in Y-Z plane, extended to certain angle ac, in X-Y plane as shown in figure 6. The 

components of the M/T miss-distance p in both the missile longitudinal axis (X1) and line of 
intersection of the plane of fire with the Y-Z plane are : 

pi, = p cos 4 

PYZ = p sin (I) 
(4) 
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The rates of change of pm  and C) 	: 

p 	. 

	

vP" 	dt 
=__ d 
	 p _ cos 4) 	4— pc) sin 4) 

prz  
= sin+ + IA) cosh 

	

P'7 	dt 
In other words, the M/T relative motion is described by the distances pxi on X1-axis, p yz  in the 
W-plane, and their rates of change ( Np  NIDN  ) as shown in figure 7. Now, based on the above 

description of the M/T relative motion, the angle (4) ) that the central axis of T.D.Z makes with 

the Xl-axis is given by : 
r 

= kan-x Na 	 (6) 

Where 
Off)m) 

Va ... is the fragment speed 

As the target is being continuously tracked, the W.1-1 is activated when the antenna beam 
tilting angle coincides with the angle(I),  . Due to the time of fuze inertia (u), the beam tilting 

angle at which the W.11 is activated ((13•\‘‘ ) may be calculated as follows : 

From successive measurement of target range p and beam tilting angle (I), the velocities 
Np, and Np 	are calculated. At any instant, the time T., at which the target crosses the central 

axis of target destruction zone, assuming constant M/T relative velocity as shown in figure 8, is 
given by : 

ti 	
Di 
V, 
	 (7) 

Where 

vi +Vr2 ,7 

D,= A,kpcos(1)— XiY+(psin(1)— y)
Z 

 

p(sin — ml cosh) 
m2— ml 

= m2 * 
V p,7  

m2 = 

v,, 
V d  

v,, 

(5) 

ml = 

5 
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Then, the angle (4in) is given by : _,[P sin 4)  — V r ,, (Te — t„,) 

p cos+ — V rx , (T, — t„,) 

On board of the missile, the differentiation of p and (1) is obtained by means of 
approximate differentiation. The following formula is based on Newton's second interpolation 
formula up to fifth order of finite difference for the case that the function is specified at equally 
spaced points [3] : 

5 
Pri 	):vv5-i .r * 1) 	 (9) 

1=0 
where 

137 	 5 	 5 
ao = 60h a'h 	 a2 = h  

10 	 _ 5 	 _ 	1 
a3 — 3h 	 a4 	4h 	 °C5  — 	5h 

The parameter h is the time difference between two successive measurements of 
p and On practice, 11 is equal to pulse repetition period for pulse radar or sampling rate for FM- 

• 	 • 
CW radar. At any time the value of p (similarly is () is given by : 

13k (f)=[ac, I a. I a, I 	I 

	

a, , 	I cc, 

Pk (0  
Pic_1(0  
Pk_2(0 	 (10) 
Pk_,(')  
R-4  (t)  

Pk -5 (t)  

As the value of p changes with time the value of p is periodically calculated according 

to the following matrix formula : 

pK (t+ rT) - 

Rc_1(t + 
pw _2(t. + rT) 

+ rT) 

PK-% (t  ± 
_pw _5 (t. + 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1_  

o 	- 

P,(t) 
p„,(t) 
pK,(t) 
p„(t) 
Pc_,(t) 

p, (t + (11) 

where 
Py-n . . The 1-1' delay of the measured target miss-distance 

T 	. The time period between two successive measurements of M/T miss-distance 

40. = tan (8) 

6 
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In conclusion, the target range and beam tilting angle are periodically measured , their 
rates of change are periodically calculated. At each instant the time (tip) and the angle (40 are 

calculated. The W.H will be initiated when either the time (T,) is equal to the time of fuze inertia 
(t,,,) or the beam tilting angle is equal to the angle (C ). 

3.2- Radio Fuze with Fixed Antenna Beam 

For R.F with fixed antenna beam, the target will cross the A.B.P in a definite time through 
which an information about M/T relative velocity is calculated and used for evaluating a delay 
time to realize matching between the F.A.Z and the T.D.Z . In the following approach, the 
phenomenon of Doppler effect is used to determine a limited range within which the M/T relative 
velocity varies. An average value for speed and direction of M/T relative velocity is calculated 
from the obtained range limits as follows : 

A R.V vector (Vr), see figure 9, is decomposed into a radial component (Vrr) on the line 
joining the missile and target , and a normal component (Vrn) in thp direction perpendicular to Vrr 
in the plane containing the target velocity and the missile velocity. It is known that the frequency 
shift (fd) in the transmitted frequency due to the relative motion between the target and missile is 
given by [4] : 

= 	N, cosy 
(12) 

Where 

Vr . . . R.V between radar and the target 
. .. wavelength of the transmitted wave . 

y ... angle between the R.V vector and line joining the missile and target. 

The relation between the radial component of R.V (v„)and the frequency shift (f ,)is given by : 

Vr cosy = 	 fd 2 
	 (13) 

The target rate of approach along the missile longitudinal axis (xl-axis ) is given by : 

Where 
	V,„ =  Vrrx + V rnx 	 (14) 

(V,) 	Xl- component of R.V vector . 
(Vrrx) • . . Xl- component of the radial component . 
(I /n:0 	XI- component of the normal component . 

7 
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The value of Vrrx is determined if the Doppler frequency is known, as shown from the 
following equation : 

V rrx 
	

Vrr COS( ) =
2 

	COS 
	

(15) 

On the other hand, the normal component of the R.V and consequently its projection on 
x1-axis are unknown, therefore the radial component offers no valuable information on the R.V 
vector (v,.), and its direction could vary between y = (Y and y = (Ri° passing over or under 
the missile . 

Up till now, the destruction zone central axis can't be determined , even roughly, and the 
following analysis aims to decrease the range within which the angle y varies, using the 
information about target speed range and missile speed . 

Assume that the maximum and minimum expected target speeds are V,m,x , V • min 

respectively, and the maximum angle of attack that the approaching target makes with the missile 
longitudinal axis is 1 	(as shown in figure 10), then the maximum and minimum values of the 
radial component of the R.V are calculated as follows: 

w = tan-1( Vt min sin 
Vm 	Vrmin COST' 

Where 

W . . . the angle that the minimum R.V makes with the missile longitudinal axis. 
ym • • • missile speed. 

The minimum value of the R.V vector is : 

Vrmin = 	V1 min Sh11)2+( /7,1 V1min COST')
2 	

(17) 

The minimum value of the radial component ( V rrmth) the R.V vector is: 

Vrrmin Vrmin cos(W + (I)) 	 (18) 

The maximum value of the radial component, ( V,a„,) of the R.V is taken as : 

V rr max = Vm VI max 	 (19) 

(16) 



Vrr 

cos y„ 	 2 cos y„ 

p(sin4 — rn, cosh) 
m2 — 

Vav = 

xp = 

f d 
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Assume that N„ is the measured value of radial component of the R.V vector Vr  , then the 
maximum and minimum value of angle y could be determined , as shown in figure 11, from the 
following equation : 

Vrr = Vrmax 
2 

= 	j 	= Vrr min Vrr 2
T  

Vrr _  i  
=COs 

( 

cosy 

cosy 

rr 

max 

min 

if 	Vrr K 	Vr min  

if 	Vrr 	Vr min 

used to evaluate the central axis the T.D.Z 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23)  

(24)  

?max V r 

I 	COS 

Y min 

1 	o 

An average value of the angle (7 ) 

?max ± 

max 

V 
Vrmin 

may be 

Y min 
= Y av 

2 

The angle y a,  represents the direction of the R.V between the missile and the target. The relative 

speed kid between the missile and the target is given by : 

Vavl = 	

'1/41T1  

cosy a,  

The delay time that the target at distance p and is moving with R.V VaV  , see figure 12, needs to 
pass over the central axis of the T.D.Z (point P) is calculated as follow : 

\2 
Al(XT — Xp) VT—Y 

t = 	tin 
V av 

(26) 

where : 

(25)  

9 
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Yp = 1112 X p 

m, = tan(4) ya,) 

Vd  +  V0Y sin(4)  
nh = 	v„„ cos(4) —ya„) 

... measured value on-board of the Doppler frequency 
t„, ... time of fuze inertia 

Va . . . fragment speed 
(I) . . . antenna beam tilting angle 

As a conclusion, from the measured value of the Doppler frequency the radial component 
(v,) of the R.V is calculated. From the minimum and maximum expected values of R.V the 
minimum and maximum values of the angle (y) are calculated. An average value of (Y) is 
considered and used to calculate the average value of the R.V ( Va „). Then the delay time between 
the target detection and W.I-I initiation is calculated. 

4- CONCLUSION 

The ability of dynamic determination of M/T encounter conditions on-board of missile 
results in appreciable improvement of fuze performance. A factor for performance improvement 
(P.I.F) is defined as : 

= 	NN° * N.00 
\No 

where 
v., . . . Improved performance 
wo. . . Normal performance 

The improvement methods elaborated in the paper provides the following : 

1-Improvement based on information about missile speed offers a P.I.F of 25.58 %. An appreciable 
improvement of such fuze performance is only expected in the case where the missile speed 
changes within a wide range and the target speed changes within a close range. 

2-Improvement according to information about R.V modulus increases the P.I.F to be of 83.7 %. 
The performance of such R.F increases as the R.V modulus decreases. 

3-If information about relative velocity vector could be available the probability of target 
destruction and the fuze performance would be maximum. 

10 
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The elaborated mathematical model , of performance improvement for R.F with variable 
A.B.P, is based only on information about the miss-distance (p) and the elevation angle (4)) with 
respect to the coordinate system (p, 0, q5) shown in figure 5 . As a result, the calculation procedure 
for matching between the F.A.Z and the T.D.Z is simplified and the tracker design becomes easier. 
Fortunately, information about 0 is of a little importance due to the uniform distribution of the W.H 
fragments in the plane at which the angle 0 is measured. A numerical differentiation method is 
proposed which enables to calculate, on-board of the missile, the instantaneous derivatives of p and 4) 
The measured values of p and I) and their calculated derivatives are used to estimate the planer value 
of the R.V vector in the plane of fire. This estimated value determines the T.D.Z and the proper time 
of W.H initiation. 

For R.F with variable delay time a mathematical model has been elaborated for performance 
improvement. In this model, the measured Doppler frequency and a pre-determined range of target 
velocity are used to estimate an average planer R.V vector. This estimated average value defines the 
T.D.Z and the delay time at which the W.11 is initiated. 

The results have proved that the R.F with variable A.B.P has better performance than that 
with variable delay time. 

Referring to the functional diagram shown below, the following research points are available 
for future work : 

- Design and implementation of R.F with controlled antenna beam pattern 
- Sensors for on-board determination of target parameters 
-The specification and selection of a microcomputer (processor, memory, interface) 

capable of real-time processing of algorithms for performance improvement and optimum 
initiation of the W.H 

11 
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